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Welcome to HOME magazines Þrst issue of the year.
Were kicking off 2012 in style by showcasing some of WAs
most striking homes and proÞling the hottest homewares
and furniture designs.
HOMEs Master Builders Bankwest Housing Awards 2012
coverage also begins this week. Get ready to feast your
eyes on plenty of the entrants in the lead-up to the gala
awards ceremony on March 10.
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Nicole Tollman, Arc Seven.1,
North Perth, phone: 9201 1280,
www.arc-seven1.com.au
Building supervisor: Gino
Di Vincenzo, Di Vincenzo
Construction, Marangaroo,
phone: 9342 1042
Pool and ponds: Westralia
Pools, Hillarys, phone:
0438 918 960, www.
westraliapools.com.au
Cabinet maker: Classic
Cabinets, Malaga, phone:
9249 1599
Wall cladding: Eco Outdoor,
Osborne Park, phone:
1300 13 14 13, www.
ecooutdoor.com.au
Glass balustrading: Designer
Frameless Glass, Murdoch,
phone: 0411 462 844
Lighting: Lighting City, Balcatta,
phone: 9240 1080, www.
lightingcity.com.au
Audiovisual: Intelligent Home,
Osborne Park, phone:
1300 652 633, www.
intelligenthome.com.au

A REAL POOL IDEA
By making the pool seem as if it was part of the extended living area, Arc Seven.1 director and
building designer Jason Saunders has brought a clever indoor-outdoor connection to this home

M

AXIMISING this Waterman block’s
ocean views and catering to the
owner-builder clients’ keen interest
in horticulture dictated the design
of this contemporary three-level residence.
Building designer Jason Saunders, director of
Arc Seven.1, says the main aim was to create a
home that placed an emphasis on the connection between the internal and external living
areas. “We really played on the ideas of water,
tranquillity and sunsets,” he says.
According to Jason, the strategically placed
ponds, an inviting water channel and the
swimming pool create a harmonious and
ambient connection to the ocean.

“We didn’t want the pool to be a stand-alone
entity. We wanted it to feel as though it was
incorporated into the home,” he says.
“We didn’t want the edge of the pool to be
the start of the pool and the end of the living
areas. We wanted the pool to seem as if it was
part of the living area.”
Creating enough distance between the rooms
became important so that Jason could install
viewing corridors throughout the home and
further enhance the connection between the
three-bedroom, three-bathroom home and its
landscape design.
“You don’t just want to walk down the
passageways and see doors,” he says. “We

wanted to create the visual connection
between the indoors and outdoors.”
Picture windows were included in both the
master bedroom and the dining room to frame
ocean views and minimise glimpses of neighbouring rooftops. A balcony that cantilevers
over the front yard also captures views.
Jason says the natural construction materials played an important role in connecting
the interiors and exteriors. Granite cladding,
rust wall panelling and Lebanese sandstone,
sourced from overseas, feature throughout the
design.
His clients, a couple with adult children
who had decided to downsize, wanted an

The Waterman home designed by Jason Saunders of Arc Seven.1.
Pictures: Andrew Pritchard Photography

entertainers’ home with enough space to
create zoned areas over the three levels.
The undercroft level of the home has a
garage, sauna and gym, while the ground floor
incorporates two bedrooms, a sitting room,
laundry, study and alfresco area.
The owners have the run of the top floor.
This level includes the palatial, resortinspired master suite, the kitchen, main living
and dining areas and the balcony.
Each level was designed to be protected from
the strong southwesterly winds traditionally
associated with the coast.
“Having lived in the area for 25 years prior to
purchasing their new block allowed the clients

to have a clear understanding of what living
on the coast was like,” Jason says.
Arc Seven.1’s Nicole Tollman was responsible
for the home’s contemporary interior design.
Jason says the choice of materials and overall
design were carefully thought out to ensure it
did not date in the near future.
“We wanted to create a form that was still
contemporary in years to come,” he says. “We
included some future trends for this purpose.”
Kristy Symonds
✱ This home won the Best Residential Interiors
category at the BDAWA Design Awards 2011. It was
also commended in the Residential Buildings over
450sq m category.
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